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ABSTRACT

We use the effective-mass approximation to obtain the imaginary p a r t ,

E , of the d ie lec t r ic constant of a quantum well in an applied e lec t r i c f ie ld

for d i rec t t r ans i t ions at a normal (MQ) threshold. The calculations of e

are used to evaluate the rea l p a r t , e , of the d ie l ec t r i c constant through

the Kramers-Kronig r e l a t i ons . The changes in e and E due t o the e l e c t r i c

f ie ld are expressed in terms of the corresponding electrooptic functions.

All magnitudes are obtained, neglecting exeitonic e f fec ts , for e l ec t r i c f ie lds

both perpendicular t o and in the plane of the l aye r s . We show that for f ie lds

pa ra l l e l to the layers the e lectroopt ic functions turn out t o be a superposition

of two-dimensional Frsnz-Keldysh ones. The electrooptic functions for f ie lds

perpendicular to the layers show a qua l i ta t ive ly different behaviour from those

observed in bulk semiconductors. Analytic expressions for the Lorentzian

broadening of E and are given in terms of complex valued electrooptic

functions of complex argument.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing interest in

the optical properties of quantum well(QW) structures. Of

particular interest is the behaviour of the optical cons-

tants of QW's in an electric field.

The electric field modulation technique has shown to

be a powerful tool for studying optical transitions and

band structure parameters of semiconductors. In particular,

the works by Seraphin and Hess (1965) and Cardona et al.(l967) showed that

reflectance spec trostiupy provides nn ;tppropi*l ate method

to investigate optical structures of semiconductors. ,

Experimental results have been obtained, using electric

field modulation, showing that the dielectric constants

of a QW have characteristics different from those observed

in a bulk semiconductor. Moreover, electroabsorption and

electroreflectance measurements show that the optical

properties have a qualitatively different behaviour defend-

ing on the field orientation with respect to the inter-

races of the QW.

For the case in which the field is normal to the

layers, observations of electroreflectance(Erman et a l . ,

1984; Alibert et a l . , 1984; Klipstein et a l . , 1986) and

electroabsorption(Chemla et a l . , 1933; Wood et a l . , 1984;

Miller et a l . , 1985) in GaAs-Ga Al As QWs show that the

positions of the (icnks are redshlfteit as the Intensity of

the field increases. This Stark shift for light and heavy

hole excitons has been alternatively explained by several

authors(Miller et a l . , 1985; Brura and Bastard, 1985;

Alibert et a l . , 1984; Austin and Jaros, 1985; Trallero and

Lopez, 1986; Matsuura and Kamisato, 1986). This has been

done by evaluating the dependence of the QW energy sub-
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bands on the applied field. Recently, E and E optical

transitions in strained Si-Ge Si QW layers have been

studied by Pearsall et al.(1986) using electroreflectance

spectroscopy.

In the case of a field parallel to the interfaces the

electroabsorption measurements(Miller et al., 1985) give

a behaviour similar to the Franz-Keldysh oscillations in

a bulk semiconductor.

A physical picture of the Franz-Keldysh effect in

QW's can be given as follows. In a quantum well structure,

e.g. GaAs-Ga Al As, the electrons and holes are confined
l-x x

to potential wells near the conduction and valence bands,

respectively. This determines a series of two-dimensional

subbands with energies E=E +n K /2m, n=l,2, , and K is
n

a vector parallel to the interfaces. Since a normal elec-

tric field produces only a shift of the energy levels En>

(Trallero and Lopez, 1986) leaving unchanged the elec-

tron and hole motion parallel to the interfaces, we should

expect, for not very Isarve, in comparison with the energy

difference between subbands, electrooptic energies, not

to observe the Trenz-Keldysh effect. On the contrary, for

a parallely applied field the free motion of electrons and

holes in each eneray subbanr' is correspondingly modified.

It is in this case that the Franz-Keldysh oscillations

should be observed.

The interband optical absorption of a QW in an elec-

tric field perpendicular to the layers neglecting excito-

nlc effects has been recently evaluated by Miller et al.

(1986).

The main purpose of this oaner is to obtain, naglecting

excitonic effects, theoretical expressions for the

real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of a

QW semiconductor in a constant electric field both paral-

lel and normal to the interfaces.

The work is organised as follows. In §2 we review the

eigenvalue problem for an Infinite QW in an electric field

both perpendicular and parallel to the Layers. In §3 the

absorption coefficient and the elctrooptic functions are

obtained. In §4 using the Kramers-Kronig relations we eva-

luate the real part of the dielectric constant and the

corresponding electrooptic functions are defined for both

parallel and normal electric fields. The broadening

effects on the elctroabsorptlon and real parts of the di-

electric constant are considered in §5. The concluding

remarks are presented in §6,

2. EIGENSTATES OF AN INFINITE QUANTUM WELL

Let us consider a QW described by the isotropic,

parabolic model band in the presence of an electric field

F, In the framework of the envelope function approximation,

and neglecting excitonic effects, the motion of an elec-

tron in the conduction band is described by

where E is the band energy gap and m the electron effec-

tive mass. For U(z) an infinite well potential of thick-

ness d, the solutions of eq.(l) depend on the magnitude

and orientation of the electric field. There are three

cases to be considered,

a; F»0; The eigenstaepjire given by
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(3)

where K -and P are vectors parallel to the layers; the QW

volume is V =L L d.
+ 0 x y

b; If FftO and normal to the layers the wave functions are

given bytTrallero and Lopez. 1986)

- A! C-

In eq.{5) Ai and Bi are the Airy functlons(Abramowitz and

Stegun, 1964). For the elgenenergy £ we have the univer-

sal equation

(7)

The solutions of (7), forf° as a function of the parame-

ter a were given by Trallero and Lopez(1986) In the form

of a universal graphic,

c- If F^O and parallel to the layers the solutions are

(8)

(9)

All previous expressions can be generalised to holes

-5-

In the valence band by means of the substitutions e-» -e

and m _* m .
c v

3; ELECTROABSORPTION

The relation between the imaginary part of the

dielectric constant, £ , and the absorption coefficient

is

where n is the refractive index, U) the fieid frequency

and c the speed of light.

We assume the valence subbands to be completely fil-

led with electrons and conduction ones completely free.

The rate transition probability W per unit volume, and £

are related by ^

(iV

(12)

where N is the number of photons in a unit volume; A is

the vector potential equal to .* _

7 K 4.^^-f-wO

(13)

In tl2)(6 and*P are the wave functions of the elec-
<lc,n iv,il

tronic states in conduction and valence subbands

(14)
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and u ("r) is the electron Bloch wave function at the

point ~^=0-; If we assume direct allowed transitions in K=0,

using(15) we can evaluate the matrix element to obtain

ft ) J (15)

The behaviour oft will depend on the value and orienta-

tion of the electric field respect to the QW interfaces.

3.1 Field Perpendicular to the Layers

The imaginary part of the dielectric constant can be

evaluated using the wave functions (5) for electrons and

holes; The result is

(17)

where H(x) is the step function and

For F»0 it can be shown that(Dingle, 1975)

(18)

(19)

(20)

The change of £ with respect to the electric field is

obtained using (17) and (20):

-7-

(22)

and e

(23)

is the electrooptic function in the case of electric field

normal to the interfaces; F_(^) represents the change in

the absorption coefficient due to the application of an

electric field in a QW semiconductor with a critical point

Hoir Fig. l.n s F as a function of the parameter

*) for E /(Q=0.3, in -O.O665m and m =0.45m . For comparison

purposes the two-dimensional electrooptic function

(Cardona, 1969)

X.) I (24)

where

(25)

is also displayed; As it is shown by formula (23), the

presence of the electric field breaks the symmetry and

therefore also the selection rule&n=0 between conduction

electron and valence hole energy subbands. As a conse-

quence we vill observe forbidden transitions A n^O

with a.probability equal to I M I . One of the main results
1 nmi

is tha existence of sonic forbidden transitions with

probabilities larger than those corresponding to some

allowed ones, cf. Fig. l.a. This was recently obtained

also by Miller et aj. (1986).
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3.2 Field Parallel to the Interfaces

Taking into account (8), (11) and (16) one obtains

(26)

The integral on r.h;s; of (26) can be evaluated conside-

ring the property of the Airy function(Aspnes, 1966)

f
Then

The electrooptlc function is given by

(27)

(28)

(29)

where

(30)

In Fig, l.b the F function appears as a function ofh .

The electric field modifies only the electron and hole

motion parallel to the interfaces: Therefore the function

F can be considered as a sum of two-dimensional electro-

optic functions F as given in (24), with effective gaps

E =E +E n . From (:>H) and (.2^) the selection rulein=0
ge g o

for allowed transitions is obtained, in Fig., l.b the tran-

sitions from subbands n in the valence band to subbands n
In the conduction one manifest themselves as discontinui-

ll , 2
ties of F for the frequencies hW=E +E n -.

-9-

4; REAL PART OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

The real part of the dielectric constant,£ , is

tionally given in £

relation(Aspnes, 1967)

functionally given in terms o f £ 2
 by the Kramers-Kronig

where P denotes the principal part of the integral.

4vl Electric Field Normal to the Layers

(31)

Using (17) for£ (U).F) it is easy to show that

(32)

For vanishing electric field

Then, the variation of c. with respect to the electric

field is

(34)
where

(35).
The logarithmic behaviour in (35) is due to the fact that

the state density does not depend on the energy; The func-

tion £7 (W,F) shows singularities at the same frequencies

where £"7(*U,F), given by (17), has discontinuities. The

same results hold for PpC}) and G (*)). The function Got1))

is shown in Fig. 2.
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4.-2 Electric Field Parallel to the Interfaces

n
In this case, from (21), A£, is obtained as

fc) d ,

with

g = Eft- W +

Taking into account (27) we can write
0 0

Slnce(Aspnes, 1967)

the principal part in (38) gives the contribution

where

Finally, subtitutlru', (40) in (36) we obtain

(36)

(37)

0 0 r

(38)

(39)

/ (AO)

J (42)

The terms G''((E -t+iU)/Q) and G' £(E /©) can be neglected be-

cause in almost every case E / Q » KCardona, 1969) and the

modification introduced by the field is large only for

frequencies near to E ; Then
o

(44)

It is possible to obtain another Integral representation

for G (<J) in terms of the function(Abramowitz and Stegun,

1972) ^

Since

(45)

It follows that

i J (46)

2/3 2 2
Introducing new variables 2 u=rcos© and t=rsin©, the
integral in (46) reduces to

1. \dr G
o

and we conclude that

(48)

As for the electroabsorptlve case, the function £jfc, can
I

be considered as a superposition of two-dimensional elec-

trooptlc functions

0 2
with effective gaps E =E +E n T A graphic representation

ge g O
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of G-Of) can be found in (Cardona, 1969): This function

has a logarithmic singularity in<7 =0; Therefore, 0(1)

will exhibit logarithmic singularities for the frequencies

tW=E +E_n corresponding to the discontinuities of F_(»).
go 2 {

5; BROADENING EFFECT

The broadening effect due to the interaction with

phonons produces an energy uncertainty, and therefore a

smoothing of the sharp singularities and discontinuities

In optical spectra. This effect can be taken into account

by substituting the O(EC-EVJh(d) function in eq.(ll) by the
n m

Lorentzian distribution

rr'' "I nm (49)

where! is a phenomenological parameter representing the
run

col l i s ion frequency. The change of the dielectric function

f(U),F ) due to the electric f i e ld , i s obtained from£(UI,F)

using the convolution *«

iVn » J LW-WJ +• rB|(i (50)

5T1 Electric Field Normal to the Interfaces

From (50) and using the expressions (21) and (34) one

obtains

where

(51)

(52)

-13-

The first terra in the integral can be evaluated using

(GradBhtejn and Ryzhik, 1963)

then

(54)

follows taking the real part of (50)

If the condition E /©>}1 is fulfilled then

From (51) and (54) we obtain in the same way

with

(57)

(58)

rCj) and F (n) are the e l c t r o o p t i c funct ions of a broadened

direct allowed t r a n s i t i o n In a QW. From (56) and (59)

-14-



it is clear that in the limit P —* 0 we obtain the
nm

unbroadened function (23) and (35), respectively.

5.2 Electric Field Parallel to the Interfaces

If we consider E /©»1, then from (29), (44) and (50)

we can
UJ*

By using the expressions (27) and (43), the integral at

the r.h.s. of (60) becomes

o -
2

where xJJ+(E /©}n .

The numerator in the Integral (61) defines an analy-

tic function in the upper half-plane: Its integral along

the half-circle tends to zero; Therefore for (61) we find

« »

To obtain (62) we used again (27) and (43) but this time

with z=1[+i \iPf-Q.

With the above results it is follows that

and

-15-

(64)

gaps equal to E +E n

6; CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

The electroabsorption and real parts of the dielec-

tric constant of an infinite QW can be considered, for

electric field parallel to the Interfaces, as a superpo-

sition of two-dimensional Franz-Keldysh oscillations with

2

n=l, 2, :.•;;• The eiectroabaorptlon

spectra show steps at the same frequencies, W = E +E n ,

for which Afc presents logarithmic singularities. The

dependence of the corresponding electrooptic functions F'

and G on the well width d Is as follows:

- as d decreases, E large, the contribution of the sub-

bands with n^l decreases exponentially and one obtains

the two-dimensional case,

- for d very large the three-dimensional Franz-Keldysh

effect is obtained, see Appendix-.-

When the field is normal to the layers the selection rule

An=0 between valence and conduction lntersubbands is bro-

ken, and all transitions between energetic subbands£V-»£**

are now possible. The relative weight or those transitions

in A £ orflf is governed by the matrix element M , cf.

eq^(l9)i These forbidden transitions have been recently

observed in the room temperature photorefleetance spectrum

Of a GaAs-GaAlAs multiple QW (Shen et al., 1986). In this case,

when d takes finite values the functions F^ and GjJ" do not

show the characteristic Franz-Keldysh oscillations. Never-
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theless, as the electric field increases the QW absorption

threshold is shifted to lower energy values.- This parti-

cular behaviour can be considered as analogous to the

electric field absorption tail in bulk semiconductors. In
•I -L

the limit d-voo it can be shown that F and G reduce to

the corresponding ones in the three-dimensional case, see

(Miller et al;, 1986). This qualitatively different beha-

viour of A £ and A£p for a QW in comparison with that of

a bulk semiconductor has been observed in electroabsorp-

tion and electroreflectance spectra(Erman et al v, 1984;

Klipstein et al., 1986; Miller et al;, 1985);

Summarising, we have, neglecting excitonlc effects,

analltically obtained the electrooptie functions for the

real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant for

an infinite quantum well in an electric field both paral-

lel and normal to the layers; The broadening effect is

taken into account by means of a Lorentzian convolution

of the unbroadened dielectric function-.-
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APPENDIX

From (26) and introducing the variable z =(E /©)n

we can write

For d-»<r>, A, z —* dz, and the sum in (A.I) goes to

(A2)

00
2 2

With new variables u = rcosci> and t=rsin tf> the integral
(A,2) reduces to

Using the identity*

It is follows from (A.3) that

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

which is the result for the Franz-Keldysh effect.

In the same way we can show that £l(UJ,O) becomes the

three-dimensional imaginary part of the dielectric cons-

tant

(A6)

Using (A.5) it is easy to show that£,(W, F) becomes the

known £(Ul,F) for bulk semiconductor if in (31) the limit

and the integration are interchanged.

• In (Trallero and Lopez, 1986) this identity was given

with a missing square exponent.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Quasi two-dimensional electrooptic functions

F (^)(a) and F^iOCb). The solid line is the two-dimensional

electrooptic function F?̂ *? ' • T ' l e r e s u l t s were obtained

for E /©=0.3, m =0.0665m and m =0.48m .

Figure 2. Quasi two-dimensional electrooptic function

G (»)). The result was obtained for E /0=3; m and m are

as in figure 1.
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